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Project partners

Together for the Alps

These recommendations are
 project and Alpine Space Programme related
 targeted at programme developers and Alpine Space Programme instances
 intended to improve programme procedures.
The partners of the greenAlps project formulated ten “Policy
Recommendations” targeted at decision makers and the policy level of
Alpine countries, whereas the ten “Recommendations to the Alpine Space
Programme” focus instead on the programme-level options for supporting
efficient and useful project implementation. Nevertheless, there are some
cross-connections between the two approaches that should be considered.

1

Improve the sustainability of the project life cycle
The project life cycle often does not correspond to reality and the continuity/sustainability of tools
and instruments developed is not guaranteed beyond project completion, primarily because of a lack
of funding and staffing in the targeted administrations. This particularly applies to work in pilot areas
that is needed to make the project results more concrete and verify their applicability. A time-frame of
three years is, however, rather too short to achieve any meaningful changes in attitudes and practices,
in particular in nature conservation.
recommends that the Managing Authority of the Alpine Space programme (ASP) and
other regional territorial cooperation funds should consider extending the maximum time-frame of
projects with a view towards sustainability. The final year or two of projects could then be dedicated
to the task of “winning hearts and minds” through concrete local implementation activities (see Policy
Recommendation No. 5).

2

Strengthen the dissemination of project results at
targeted administration levels
Tools and instruments developed in the course of Alpine Space Programme projects are in general
of a high quality and would warrant being widely disseminated. It might therefore be worth setting
up a separate funding scheme dedicated to some type of capacity building or training programme
and also supporting targeted events for administrators after the development and testing phases
of ASP projects. Another option would be to have facilities – sufficient funding – to continue
the implementation process for project results after the end of ASP projects, for which local
administrations and communities, both inside and outside project pilot areas, could apply.
recommends that it should be mandatory within the project runtime to develop
a concept for the follow-up use of project results, with participation by interested authorities and
territorial entities (e.g. regions or municipalities). It would seem reasonable to share responsibility for
awarding grants in such a way that implementation actions are at least 50% co-financed by the Alpine
Space Programme (ERDF funds), and 50% funded by the interested regions themselves.
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3

Organise the targeted dissemination of project
results with the European Commission
Alpine Space projects are dedicated to the territorial development of EU Member States. The
programme itself monitors its outcomes and results and regularly communicates them to the EU
Commission. However, it would be useful for projects to communicate directly with the European
level too. Feedback from people directly involved on the ground in the implementation of European
legislation adds value for those working at EU level on the relevant directives or issues addressed by
projects.
In order to achieve direct contact, different events are currently organised for the EU Commission in
Brussels and the project actors exchange information themselves.
recommends that the Alpine Space Programme should consider possible ways of
collecting sector-specific results and presenting these at special events in Brussels in order to increase
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the visibility of EU-relevant project outcomes (see Policy Recommendation No. 3).

4

Provide a project database and thematic information
events for better dissemination and greater evidence
of project results
A project database covering all programme projects should be available, with suitable key words
providing rapid access to all tools, instruments and recommendations (which can currently be
accessed via the ASP website and is already very helpful). Moreover, project websites should remain
available for at least 3-5 years after project completion.
To avoid any duplication of effort, one option may be to use the ESPON KEEP database, which provides
information on all European Territorial Cooperation projects, for this purpose. The KEEP database could
become a standard tool for all INTERREG programmes, helping to identify territorial potential and
regional stakeholders and demonstrate via thematic maps the large-scale territorial impact over and
above that of individual INTERREG programmes1.
recommends verifying whether one mandatory element of public relations work
might be to supply the KEEP database with information and results so that more project-specific
and content-related information is provided. The current project information provided (see example
in Annex 1) is still rather general (e.g. project duration and project partners). With more detailed
information on projects, the database could serve as a search tool for project partners and make
project outputs more visible to the outside world – which is important especially with regard to the
dissemination and capitalisation of results and impacts.
Promoting the WikiAlps tool is another option for more Alps-specific information and, if it is widely
supported by programme bodies, this could become a very valuable source of information (see Annex 2).
Programme bodies may consider organising Alpine Space-wide project result events by thematic
priority every year or two. These events would be aimed at project partners, relevant civil servants and
policy makers in order to present and discuss the current state of play. Civil servants and policy makers
in particular are often not involved in or aware of the results of Alpine Space projects, which leads
to results being poorly communicated and implemented. A targeted information event would be an
opportunity of directly addressing Alpine Space results to key stakeholders.

1 ESPON & blue! advancing european projects GbR (2011): TranSMEC – Transnational Support Method for European Cooperation.
Luxembourg (http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/TargetedAnalyses/TransMEC/TranSMEC-_final_report_
FINAL.pdf)
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Make the “observer concept” more flexible
European Territorial Cooperation projects are relatively abstract, and local actors are not necessarily
included. The demand for transnational collaboration in nature and biodiversity protection, however,
requires political support both at a ministerial level and by regional administrations. Their involvement
at the project development stage is very difficult, mostly due to a lack of capacity, but at the same time
it is very important: working with pilot areas makes the project outline and goals simultaneously more
complex and more concrete. Therefore, as a general approach, working with real existing regions or
locations should always be considered.
recommends rethinking and extending the concept of observers in order to involve
a sufficient number of the right type of stakeholders during the overall project life cycle. The new ASP
Programme should continue to give local and regional stakeholders a chance to get involved e.g. as
ambassadors or observers during all project phases. The ambassador/observer system should include
not only mandatory tasks such as participation in important project meetings, but also offer simple
financial mechanisms such as refunding the travel costs incurred by project observers or ambassadors
(see also Policy Recommendation No. 4&6).

6

Building up confidence and conducting a dialogue
is an asset!
The new Alpine Space Programme should encourage proposals aimed at developing and carrying out
an intensive dialogue with local stakeholders and inhabitants, especially at a regional level. Recent
developments in Europe show that people have difficulty accepting decisions made in “far away”
Brussels. Translating European policy goals and legislation to a regional or local level via project
activities would help to increase the acceptance of EU policy in that specific field and, most probably,
in general. Very often, it is not only tools that are needed, but also manpower and time to develop
trust-based cooperation with people to translate the needs of European policy.
The programme mainly uses quantifiable indicators to demonstrate the success of projects, whereas
work on building up confidence and conducting a dialogue is not sufficiently appreciated as it is
difficult to report on.
recommends that the Alpine Space Programme should encourage bottom-up
processes and new governance approaches at a regional and inter-regional level. This should be done
to add greater value to transnational cooperation in a political sense, as it contributes significantly to
strengthening and building up the political vision of Europe.

7

Relax the indicator system and draw up a set of quality
and soft fact indicators to measure project success
Programme and project indicators remain abstract and mean little at a project level. The European
Commission therefore focuses on drawing up robust result indicators for transnational cooperation in
the 2014-2020 programme period based on top-down and bottom-up approaches.2
With regard to the bottom-up approach (from project to EC level), greenAlps recommends that the
indicator reporting system should be relaxed by providing a single monitoring system that directly
refers to the content-related sections of the project only. To simplify matters, projects should not
have to complete multiple indicator tables that bear no relationship to reality. Indicators should be
clustered by thematic priority and communication/dissemination work.

2 European Commission Directorate-General Regional Policy Policy Development Evaluation (2012) : Results Indicators 2014+ : Report
on pilot tests in 12 regions across the EU. Brussels
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One option might be to redefine content-related indicators at a project level – e.g. during the final third of
project implementation.
Quantitative indicators only reflect hard facts (such as the number of participants at project events),
but are measurable, more objective and comparative. However, a set of qualitative indicators may
reflect other project realities such as the benefits of territorial/transnational cooperation, or network
and stakeholder analyses. In the new programme period, it might be worth obtaining the main
stakeholders’ and project partners’ “real views” about the benefits of transnational cooperation and
the project results. Annual qualitative interviews with selected stakeholders and project partners
from regional to local level for each thematic field could be one option for benefiting from additional
qualitative indicators/evaluation methods.
recommends that the Alpine Space Programme should think about the qualitative
harmonised evaluation of projects by defining a set of relevant indicators (“soft factor indicators”).
Some helpful examples may be obtained from the INTERACT Study on Indicators for Monitoring
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Transnational and Interregional Cooperation Programmes3.

8

Change pre-financing by project partners to the standard
approach for pre-financing project activities applied by
other European programmes
The philosophy of project partners pre-financing large periods of time is preventing the involvement
of certain categories of actor, who cannot afford this. This particularly applies to non-governmental
organisations and small/medium-sized enterprises. However, these actors could provide valuable
input and opinions on how to bring project results down to earth.
recommends reflecting on the possibility of developing a mechanism by which
partners could pre-finance a certain proportion of the overall project budget, an approach adopted
by many other European funding schemes. The original idea behind pre-financing may have been
that it predominantly involved administrations that were financed by a state budget anyway, but
this assumption no longer holds true. As public administrations have been subject to considerable
structural reforms and budget cuts in recent years (mainly due to the financial crisis of 2008) they lack
the staffing capacity needed to carry out their daily duties, let alone that required to work on projects.
Regular state budgets frequently do not provide sufficient funding for pre-financing additional staff
costs.

9

Negotiate simple procedures to enable partners from
non-EU Alpine states and key countries or partners to
participate in particular issues
The participation of both EU and non-EU partners within EU projects is particularly difficult because of
the different framework conditions for project funding and the different ways of implementing project
results. Nature and biodiversity conservation need both cross-border and transnational approaches
in order to be successful and sustainable. Therefore, cooperation between all Alpine countries is
essential.

3 INTERACT Programme Secretariat on behalf of the Managing Authority,
the Austrian Federal Chancellery c/o Austrian Institute for Regional Studies and Spatial Planning (2006): Study on Indicators for
Monitoring Transnational and Interregional Cooperation Programmes. Vienna (http://admin.interact-eu.net/downloads/152/INTERACT_
Study_Indicators_for_Monitoring_Transnational_and_ICP_06_2006.pdf)

recommends fostering the establishment of well-functioning interfaces and common
goals for the Alpine Space, which should be a discussion point in bilateral negotiations, in particular
between the EU and Switzerland and the Principality of Liechtenstein.
Another topic is the involvement of partners from outside the programme area, which can be crucial
in certain thematic fields such as nature and species conservation. Ecological connectivity between
mountain ranges (e.g. the Carpathians and the Balkans) has to be worked on with partners from those
regions.
recommends creating the possibility of involving “affiliated institutions” (similar
to the concept of 20%-PP rule) and ensuring that their involvement does not entail significant
administrative effort.
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Simplify administrative procedures and strengthen the
capacity of first-level control bodies
Administrative procedures in ASP projects are quite complex, and documentation and auditing
processes are costly, complicated and sometimes ineffective.
This deters many actors from participating as they do not want to develop routines to meet these
requirements, or they have difficulty adapting to existing internal procedures. There is also huge
resistance to excessive bureaucracy.
recommends continuing to streamline project administrative procedures. Overhead
funding for certain cost categories, harmonisation and simplification of staff costs reporting and firstlevel control (FLC) procedures are examples of where further simplification is possible, e.g.
›

National FLC systems (Slovenia and Austria) are understaffed and are requesting additional
financial documents that are not defined as mandatory by the Alpine Space Programme. The
timely submission of financial certificates cannot be guaranteed by the national FLC systems. This
leads to very time-consuming financial reporting procedures for Slovenian and Austrian partners
that are therefore pre-financing their project activities for over a year before they are reimbursed.
Smaller public organisations and SMEs in particular face pre-financing problems for such long
periods, jeopardising their continued existence. It is recommended that Programme bodies and
Member States provide sufficient capacity for national FLC systems and ensure that no additional
financial documents or regulations are requested or adhered to over and above those defined by
the Alpine Space Programme.

›

De-centralised national first-level controllers are often expensive and poorly trained. Project
partners cannot rely on FLC quality and need to get financial claims certified twice, and are
therefore paying for additional checks. Alpine Space Programme bodies (the Managing Authority,
Joint Secretariat and National FLC Coordinators) and Member States need to ensure decentralised
first-level controllers are adequately trained and briefed regularly and in detail.

›

Simplification of staff cost reporting: calculating and reporting staff costs remains a timeconsuming and complicated procedure for project partners. greenAlps recommends offering
participating partners several different methods for calculating staff costs. The option of flat-rate
reporting for staff costs, which eases the reporting process, should particularly be considered for the future.
If existing staff costs reporting procedures were followed at employee level, more detailed
information could be provided on how to report staff costs (including vacation, sick leave and
additional payments) in factsheets and during LP seminars.

›

A single staff costs calculation template should be provided that includes the automatic
calculation of eligible project hours.
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ANNEX 1: Example from KEEP database
www.territorialcooperation.eu/keep/
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Annex 2: WikiAlps platform
psql9.grenoble.cemagref.fr/module_webmapping/projet_wikialps/dev/index.php

greenAlps – connecting mountains, people, nature
The greenAlps project has screened EU biodiversity policies and results from other EU projects and assessed their
relevance for current and future nature conservation strategies in the Alpine Space. It has drawn on this analysis
and experiences gathered from local stakeholders in pilot areas to reveal opportunities for, and also obstacles
to, an effective strategy for the conservation of biodiversity and the sustainable use of natural resources in the
Alpine Space. The project ran from September 2013 to November 2014. It was co-financed by the European
Regional Development Fund in the frame of the European Territorial Cooperation Programme Alpine Space.

greenAlps formulates in this publication ten recommendations targeted at programme developers and Alpine Space
Programme bodies to support the efficient implementation of biodiversity projects. Together with other project
publications, it can be downloaded from www.greenalps-project.eu
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